U.S. FIGURE SKATING
SOLO FREE DANCE JUDGING FORM
JUVENILE
Candidate’s Name

Member #

Candidate’s Club
Host Club
Date
Test is (circle one): Standard (ZJFD) or Adult (AZJFD) or Masters (MZJFD)
The purpose of this test is to encourage beginning dancers to learn the fundamentals of free dance. General
requirements outlined for the preliminary pattern dance test apply equally to the juvenile solo free dance test. The
program presented must conform to the rules for solo free dance. The program should display fairly good edges
and some evidence of good form.

MARK

Technical Merit

COMMENTS

Presentation

Total

Pass

Retry

Passing Average: Standard 3.0 / Adult 2.8 / Masters 2.6
Passing Total: Standard: 6.0 / Adult 5.6 / Masters 5.2
Duration: 1:40 +/- 10 sec

Must include the following required elements:
Edge Element: One short edge element, but no more (not to exceed 6 seconds)
Spin: One choreographic dance spin but no more. Minimum 3 revolutions on 1 foot; may include any
number of changes of position. Choreographic dance combination spin not permitted.
Step Sequence: One step sequence: circular, midline or diagonal. Must fully utilize the ice surface,
should include a variety of steps and turns and must include three-turns and mohawks. Jumps of more
than 1/2 rotation, stops, dance spins, pirouettes, pattern regressions and loops must not be included in
any step sequence.
Twizzle: One twizzle (not a series). Minimum 1 revolution.
Choreographic Dance Stop: One choreographic dance stop. Minimum 3 seconds, maximum 6 seconds.
Must come at least 10 seconds after the start of the program and at least 10 seconds before the end of
the program.
Two different elements may be retried, if necessary.

Judge’s Signature
Judging Panel
Required

Member #
Three-Judge Panel
(test result determined by majority)

Single-Judge Panel

Three bronze or higher rank dance test judges

One silver or higher rank dance test judge
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